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Abstract

Data from the CYGNUS experiment has been used to search the northern sky for
point sources of continuous ultra-high-energy gamma radiation and to examine
51 candidate sources on a daily basis to search for episodic emission. In this
paper, we make use of our most recent data to update our previously published
results from these searches. The data sample is approximately twice as large as
the published data set for continuous emission, and contains an additional year
for the daily search. The latest results, up to the time of the conference, will be
presented at the meeting.

Introduction

The CYGNUS-I air-shower experiment operates nearly continuously and has
collected about 350 million ultra-high-energy (UHE) air-shower events during
the time period between 1986 April and 1993 January. The experiment has
been described in detail elsewhere (Alexandreas et al. 1991a). The combination

|

| of large area, low threshold, and good angular resolution make it well suited for
| searching for point sources of radiation at these energies.

! Since1989 September,the CYGNUS-I arrayhas operatedwith 108 lead-

_j covered counters and a trigger rate of about 3.5 s -1. The energy of the primary

i cosmic rays initiating the air showers detected by the CYGNUS array is deter-

mined with the helpof detailedMonte Carlosimulations(Alexandreas et al.

1991b).For showersinitiatedby protons,themost probableprimaryenergy
and median primaryenergydetectedby thearrayinitspresentconfiguration

" are approximately50 and I00 TeV, respectively.The median primaryenergy



' ! for gamma-ray-initiated events from a source that transits at zenith is about 60

TeV, assuming that gamma rays and cosmic rays have similar energy spectra.
A study using the full data set of the shadow of the sun and moon has shown

that the point spread function for angular resolution has a standard deviation of

0.7 ° (Alexandreas et al. 1993a). An improved reconstruction algorithm (ibid.)
which yields an angular resolution about 25% smaller has not yet been imple-
mented for this analysis.

Search for Continuous Emission

We have previously published a search of the northern sky for point sources

using a data sample of 210 million events (Alexandreas et al. 1991c). Here we
extend that study using the same technique as in the previous analysis. We also

take advantage of improved knowledge of the angular resolution and systematic

pointing error of the array (Alexandreas et al. 1993a) to use a smaller bin for
the search, improved simulations of the response of the array (Alexand.reas et
al. 1991b, 1993b), and the latest published measurements of the cosmic-ray flux
(Buraett et al. 1990).

To search for continuous emission from any point in the sky, the sky from

0° to 800 in declination (6) has been divided into bins 2.0 ° in declination by
2.0°/cos5 in right ascension. In each bin, the number of observed events is
compared to the expected number of background events. There is no evidence
for UHE emission from a point source; the observations are consistent with

fluctuations of the background.
We have calculated the 90% confidence level upper limit on the detected

flux in each bin, .rg0,as a fraction of the cosmic-ray flux, from a candidate point
source as a function of declination assuming that there are no excess events from
the source position. The results are shown in Figure 1. We also convert this to

an upper limit on the gamma-ray flux, according to the formula

_(> E)n

F_(> E) = Io0 0.72R_ ' (1)

where @(> E) = 1.8 × 10-SE-l'78cm-2s-lsr -1 is the all-particle cosmic-ray

flux above the energy E derived from Buraett et al. 1990 (see Alexandreas et
al. 1993b), _ = 1.2 × 10-3 sr is the angular size of the bin used, 0.72 is the

fraction of source events expected to fall in this bin, and R_ is the ratio of the
efficiency of detecting source photons to that of detecting cosmic rays. Values

of R_ vary from 1.6 to 2.4, depending on declination (Alexand_eas et a/. 1993b).
The upper-limit gamma-ray flux as a function of declination is also shown in
Fi_e 1.

We have also examined several candidate sources, using bins centered on
each source. The latest flux upper limits for Cygnus X-3, Hercules X-I, and the

Crab are given in Table 1.

Daily Search for Emission
We have also examined 51 potential point sources for single day emission

(Alexandreas et al. 1993b). The candidate source list includes previously re-
ported very-high-energy and ultra-high-energy sources, selected pulsars, cata-
clysmic variables, galaxies, and selected x-ray and gamma-ray sources. For each
transit of the source ("source day") the number of events observed in a bin 2.0 °
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Source Flux upper limit above 70 TeV

Crab < 6.6 x 10-14 cm-2s -1

Cyg X-3 < 4.0 x 10 -14 cm-2s -t
Her X-I < 4.2 x 10-14 cm-2s -I

Table 1: Flux upper limits (90% c.1.) for continuous emission of gamma-rays
from three candidate sources.

indeclinationby 2.0°/cos6 inrightascensioncenteredon thesourceiscom-

paredto the expectednumber ofbackgroundevents.For data up until1993
JanuaryI no sourceshowsa significantexcessaboveexpectation.For sources

thattransitnearzenith,the90% confidencelevelupperlimitfluxfora single
day inthepresentdetectorconfigurationistypicallyI-2× 10-12cm-_s-Iabove

70 TeV. Resultsthrough1993June willbe presentedattheconference.
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Figure I. The 90_ confidence level flux upper limit from a candidate point
source as a function of the declination, assuming there are no excess events
observed from the source position. The dashed curve (and left axis) shows the
flux limit as a percent of the cosmic-ray flux; the solid curve (and right axis)
shows the flux limit above 80 TeV for gamma rays, assuming a gamma-ray
spectrum the same as cosmic rays.
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